
Fondly,

  

 

From above, the cocoon-style accommodations of Wild Coast Tented Lodge appear otherworldly - carefully placed

pods that bely the five-star luxury and clever style that lies within each.

Dear Friends,

Sri Lanka is such a sublimely beautiful destination - a tiny, tear-dropped country with
a wealth of beauty and culture to offer. In fact, travelers to this welcoming country
often remark on how pleasantly surprised they were by the diversity of activities,
geography and accommodations - and the incredible cuisine. Rebecca Recommends is
proud to count Sri Lanka’s Resplendent Ceylon among its clients. As the trio of resorts
embarks on an exciting new year, we take a moment to share with you these
messages about their founders and the properties themselves. 

We look forward to introducing you to the team at Resplendent Ceylon and the
splendor of the 'Pearl of the Indian Ocean', Sri Lanka, a country of warm friendly
people, boundless activities, incredible beaches, some of the rarest animals and
gorgeous landscapes. You may also wish to read our archived Sri Lanka FAM trip
newsletter. Having visited numerous times, we are happy to assist you with planning
your client's next trip to Sri Lanka.
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Three Relais & Châteaux resorts - Tea Trails, Cape Weligama and Wild Coast Tented
Lodge - form an enchanting "Route de Bonheur (Happiness)" in Sri Lanka,   from tea
fields to clifftop beach and safari lodge. This best-of Sri Lanka circuit, created by the
family-owned Dilmah Tea Company, features distinctively original resorts in Hatton,
Weligama and Yala, connected by a thread of peerless service. This year, Resplendent
Ceylon has exciting news to share. Read on for more information about these
acclaimed resorts, their owners and the upscale Sri Lanka experience they can
provide your clients.

Mr. Merrill Fernando Recognized with an Honorary Doctorate

Dilmah Tea Founder Merrill J. Fernando has been capped as a Doctor of Science by
Massey University in New Zealand. Massey University Vice Chancellor Professor Jan
Thomas says the honorary doctorate recognizes Merrill J. Fernando’s great
contribution to the food industry globally, as well as his strong connection with
Massey through research collaborations, including work into the antioxidant and
health properties of tea.

Cape's Venture into Surf

Weligama has grown to be the Sri Lanka surfing center over recent years, recognized
around the world for its long, sandy beach and gentle waves perfect for every level of
surfer. Cape Weligama has partnered with Ceylon Sliders Surf School located in
Weligama, a five-minute drive from the resort, to provide guests with the best surf
experience. Ceylon Sliders offers customized programs to any keen surfer, from total
beginners who want to get a taste of surfing, to those who have surfed before but
struggle to catch waves with confidence, to advanced surfers looking for progression
beyond the “white water.” To see the many facets of Cape Weligama for yourself
watch this video. 
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Amazing Sightings at Wild Coast Tented Lodge

This past year has been an amazing one for wildlife sightings – especially the evasive
leopards and sloth bear! The Lodge’s rangers have a knack for analyzing ground
realities to try and get guests one-of-a-kind sightings on their safari through Yala
National Park. This is one of the reasons that Forbes recently recognized Sri Lanka as
one of the best safari destinations outside of Africa, and Yala continues to be one of
the best places in the world to see leopards. The addition of the junior ranger
program also makes this a great way for a family to experience wildlife and learn
more about the amazing aspects of the nature around us. Watch this video for a taste
of the Wild Coast Tented Lodge resort.
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Intimate Weddings at Ceylon Tea Trails

Tea Trails received a nod from famed wedding couturier Sabyasachi Mukherjee as an
ideal location for an intimate wedding as Ceylon Tea Trails hosted a photoshoot at the
beautiful Castlereagh bungalow with the verdant tea fields as a stunning backdrop.
Mr. Mukherjee has designed for a number of Hollywood and Bollywood celebrities and
is one of the biggest names in the wedding design industry at the moment. While the
bungalows have always been great for small family getaways, it is now seeing some
traction for those looking for a truly intimate wedding with those closest to them. See
Tea Trails for yourself in this short video.
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Sustainable and Ethical Travel

“Business is a matter of human service” is the ethos that founder of Dilmah, Dr.
Merrill J. Fernando, has imparted on all components of the Dilmah group.
Resplendent Ceylon echoes this sentiment in a variety of ways: Analyzing data on
leopards and other wildlife at the leopard conservation center at Ceylon Tea Trails,
donating and volunteering at the MFJ Centre near Cape Weligama and learning about
sustainable tourism at Wild Coast Tented Lodge, where almost 70,000 liters of water
are recycled, heat from the ACs in the cocoons is used to heat shower water and 50
percent of energy needs are met through the use of solar energy. Community
outreach also forms a key part of the Resplendent ethos. These are just some of the
initiatives carried out by the group - there are a number of new projects being rolled
out by Resplendent Ceylon in 2020.
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